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Dear Members:

November 01, 2012.

In recent years there has been a world wide growth in commercial aviation. Pakistan which at one time
boasted of a promising future in this field is now reeling in the face of stiff competition from regional and
international players. Our failure to keep pace with the latest trends in aviation is alarming and needs
not only to be checked but also to put in place sound management strategies.
To bridge this gap PALPA Institute of Aviation and Management Sciences (PIAMS) was established to
produce relevant human resources who will be qualified to take up today’s challenges in aviation. PIAMS
has already started to function with BBA and MBA programs in the field of Aviation Management.
In keeping with the expressed aims of PIAMS, the institute has organized a seminar to be held on 6th
November, 2012, at the PIAC Auditorium at the PTC. The topic of the seminar is “Challenges of
Pakistan’s Commercial Aviation – Strategies and Solutions”. The Seminar will provide a unique
forum to bring together professionals, experts and major stake holders of the commercial aviation to
identify problem areas, analyze evaluate and forward recommendations towards formulation of
strategies for implementable solutions. The seminar would be a land mark event in Pakistan’s history of
Aviation.
Besides the keynote speakers who are major stake holders and prominent representatives of Pakistan’s
Commercial Aviation Industry, MD PIAC, DG CAA, Senior Academicians from the University of Karachi
and industry experts would also participate. The event will receive adequate media coverage.
In order to make the event a success you are requested to attend the seminar which will inshahAllah
commence at 10:30 hrs on the 6th November, 2012. However, you need to register your willingness
and availability on (www.piams.edu.pk) so that adequate arrangements can be made. Because of space
and logistic limitations, people not registered cannot be accepted as attendees.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,

Capt. ZARAK KHAN
GENERAL SECRETARY
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